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1. Introduction 
In this paper we apply (elementary) homological techniques to module- 
theoretic questions that arise in modular representation theory. In particular we are 
concerned with the structure of the principal indecomposable modules of a group 
algebra kG of a finite group G, where k is a field of characteristic p. 
A well-known general result on the principal indecomposable modules is the 
following, which is due to Michler [ 121 and Willems [ 161: 
(i) If P is the principal indecomposable kG-module belonging to the simple 
module A, then the intersection of the centralizers of the composition factors of P 
is Opsp(CA) where CA is the centralizer of A. 
This result has been strengthened by Griess and Schmid [7] if A = k, and by 
Paklings [ 141 in the general case: 
(ii) Oppp(CA) is the intersection of the centralizers of the composition factors of 
P/J*P where J is the Jacobson radical of kG. 
In Section 3 we give a simple homological proof of (ii) without using (i) ;dnd also 
list some consequences of it. In Section 4 we determine the centralizer of an 
arbitrary module extension and apply the result to give, in Section 5, information 
about the centralizer of P/J*P, where P is in the principal block. We show 
(Propositions 5.1 and 5.2) that ry(CA) G C(P/J*P) c @3 where, for a group Q, the 
subgroup iv& is defined by the fact that u/Q/OplQ is the Frattini subgroup of 
Q/O*#Q. For A = k we thus obtain C(P/J*P) = vG. 
We note that the above results have obvious duals which deal with the upper 
Loewy-series. For details see the statements of Propositions 3. I, 5.1, 5.2. 
Another general result on the principal indecompo’sable module belonging to the 
trivial module k, is due to aschutz (for a proof see [ 151). 
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(iii) Let G be a p-solvable group and le: P be the principal indecomposable 
module belonging to the trivial module k. Then the simple modules that are direct 
summands of JP/J’P are precisely the split p-chief factor modules of C. 
In Section 6 we consider the case where P is the principal indecomposable belong- 
ing to a non-trivial simple module A. We prove a number of results (Propositions 
6. I and 6.2) that allow to describe the simple direct summands of JP/J’P, and in 
most cases their multiplicity. The description uses the internal structure of C and 
the formation of tensor products of modules. 
In Section 7 we refine the results of Section 6 to give an inductive (but somewhat 
involved) procedure to find all simple modules that appear as direct summands of 
JP/J’P. 
In Section 8 we discuss in detail the case where G is a group of p-length one. The 
result is easy, if P) is a principal indecomposabi: in the principal block (Proposition 
8-l); it is harder (and in our view not quite satisfactory) in case P is not in the prin- 
cipal block. 
We found it convenient o precede the actual material of the paper by a section 
(Section 2) where we describe the set-up we want to work in and where we record 
the necessavy definitions. 
The notation is standard, for group theory we refer to the book by Huppert 191, 
for homological algebra we refer to the book by Hilton and Stammbach [S]. 
The author would like to thank K. Gruenberg for various comments and 
suggest ions. 
2. Definitions and generalities 
In this section we define for a given group G and a given field k a graph’ 
I-= r(G, k). For every isomorphism class of simple kG-modules A the graph r has 
two vertices ,A and rA. If A, B are two simple kG-modules, there is an edge con- 
nect ing , A and r B, if and only if Ext&A, B) f 0, i.e. if and only if there is a non- 
trivial extension B F+ E -+A of kG-modules. Every edge may be furnished with a 
natural number d where d = dim, ExtliG(A, B). 
If P is the principal indecomposable kG-module belonging to the simple module 
A, it ;s the projective cover of ‘4 and also the injective hull of A. Thus, if J denotes 
the Jacobson radical of kG and sot M the socle of the kG-module A4, we have 
Lemma 2.1. Let A, B be simple kG-modules. 
(i) r 3 is connecved by an edge in r to , A, if and only if B is a direct swnmand 
o,l‘ JP/JL P. 
(ii) I B is connected by an edge in r to ,A, if and on[y if B i: a direct summand 
9-f I;w: wsoc P = soc(P/soc P). 
’ N c no t’ that \imllar graphs apped: in the literature, see for example [3]. 
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The z;tul.lplicity of B in .IP/J2P is given by d/dimk Endkc B and the mulripiicity 
of A in WC* P/sot P is given by d/dimk EndkG A. 
Proof. Since P is the projective cover of A we have 
ExtkG(A, B) = HomkG( JP, B)= Homkc(JP/J2P, B). 
Since P is the injective hull of A we have 
Ext&B, A) = Homkc(B, P/sot P) = HomkG(B, soc2 P/SOC P). 
Since JP/J*P and soc2P/soc P are semi-simple this proves the lemma. 
We note that the graph r can be used to give a Ibcid definition of the blocks of 
kG. To do that we identify in I-’ for each simple kc-module A the vertices ,A and 
rA. We thus obtain a quotient graph r : = r(G, k). The simple modules A, B then 
belong to the same block, if and only if the corresponding vertices belong to the 
same connected component of i=. The simple module A belongs to the principal 
block, if the vertices correspondmg to A and k belong to the same connected com- 
ponent of r. For a proof of this simple fact, see [ 151. Note however that ‘connected 
by an edge in 7’ does not in general mean the same thing as the term ‘linked’ in 
modular representation theory [3, p. 451. 
For kG-modules M, N we use MaN : = MO, N and Hom(M, N) := Homk(M, Iv) 
to denote the kG-modules obtained using diagonal action, i.e. 
x(m@n) =xm@xn, BEG, mEM, HEN; 
x@ f(m) =xf(x-‘m), XE G, m EM, f E Homk(M9 N). 
The dual module M* of M is defined by 
M* = Hom(M, k). 
For further use we mention without proof the following elementary formulas. 
Lemma 2.2. Let M, N be kG-modules. Then 
(i) Hom(M, N) = M*@ N, 
(ii) Homkc(M, N)=Homk&k, M*@N)=Ham,&M@N*, k)=Hom&N*, M*), 
(iii) ExtkG(M, N) = Ext&k, M*@ N) = Ext&M@ N*, k) = ExtkG(N*, M*). 
Since by definition H’(G, A) = Ext&k, A) the results of [IS] and [l] may be in- 
terpreted as relating properties of r at ,k with group-theoretic properties of G. 
EPause we shall use it below we mention explicitly the following result (see [15] for 
a pro&). 
roposi! . In 2.3. The following statements are equivalent. 
(i) (_ - n-+:potent. 
(ii) !j K and ,B are connected by an edge in I’, then B z k. 
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(iii) For every simple kG-module A we have: 
edge in I’., then Bz A. 
if 1A and r B are connected by an 
We call a simple kG-module asplit p-chief factor module of G, if there exists a 
split p-chief factor M/N of G such that A is a quotient of M/No, k. For con- 
ve;?ience we shall abbreviate our notation as follows. For a normal subgroup M of 
G and a kG-module A we set 
Horn&M, A) = Ha~mkc(M/M’Q, k A), 
MO, 14 = (M/M’@, k)& A 
We finally record the result due to 
introduction. 
Gaschutz, which we mentioned in the 
Proposition 2.4. Let A be a simple kG-module. 
(i) If A is a split p-chief factor . module of G, then ExtkG (k, A) # 0 (i.e. I k and 
r A are connected by an edge in I). 
(ii) If G is p-solvable, and if Ext&k, A) # 0, then A is a split p-chief factor 
module of G. 
(ii) If G is p-solvable, then 
ExtkC (k, A) z HomG (CA, A) 
where CA : =-. {x E G ; xa = a for all Q E A) denotes the centralizer of‘ A in G. 
Proof. A proof of these facts for k = lFP can be found in [ 1, Lemmas 3, 41. The 
arbitrary field k does not cause any essential difficulty. To prove (i) we use the 
natrlraliry of the j-term sequence, to obtain the following commutative square 
..* ---+ HomG(M/N, M/N) --+ H*(G/M, M/N) ---+ 9.0 
I tl* I tilt 
- ----+ H'(G/N, A) -% Iiom&WN, A) A+ H*(G/‘M, A) - .*. 
Since, by hypothesis A( 1 ,‘LI, N) ‘= 5 = 0, we have d(q) = q*(c) = 0. Hence the projec- 
tion q gives rise to a non-trivial element in H*(G/N, A) and consequently in 
H’(G. A). 
Par1 (iii) follows from the fact that H’(G/CA, .4) = 0, i= 1,2, . . . 9 if G is 
p-sclvable. This in turn is proved as in the case k = ffP. 
To prove (ii) we first use (iii) to obtain a non-trivial q : CA-+A. Thus A is the 
age of a p-chief factor M/N of G. Since M/N@, k= A@=.* (see [l 
we obtain O#Hl(G, M/N@k)=N’(G,M/N)@jk. This proves pI’(G, 
By the result for k = 5P this proves that M/N is a split p-chief factor. 
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3. The centralizer of the composition factors of P/J2P 
Here we give a simple proof of a result of Pahlings [ 141. 
Proposition 3.1. Let P be the principal 
kG-module A. Then, if V is the family 
sot* P) we have 
n CB = Q(CA). 
BEY 
indecomposable belonging to the simple 
of composition factors of P/J2P (or of 
Proof. We first show* that H := O,.,(CA) G n,, y CB. We consider the extension 
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H>-, G +Q and the beginning part of the associated s-term sequence 
O+H’(G/H,(A*@B)+H’(G, A*@B)+H’(H, A*@B)H-+--. 
If B is a composition factor of JP/.?*P the group H’(G, A*@B) = ExtkG(A, B) is 
non-trivial. Hence it follows that either H’(G/H, (A*@B)H) or H’(H, A*@B) is 
non-trivial. But A1H is a direct sum of modules isomorphic to k. In the first case 
we may thus conclude that BH *O, i.e. that H c CB since B is simple. In the second 
case we have 
H’(H, A*OB)= @H’(H, all), 
and BJH is a direct sum of simple kH-modules which are conjugate to each other. 
Hence all of these summands are trivial or none is. Since H is p-nilpotent, it thus 
follows that H’(H, BIH) #O implies that BJH is trivial. We have proved that 
ffc f-lBEK CB, since trivially H c CA. 
In order to prove the other inclusion it is enough to show that H:= nB,# CB is 
p-nilpotent. Suppose that R is not p-nilpotent. Then, by Proposition 2.3, there is 
a non-trivial simple kH-modulo B with H ‘(A, B) + 0. Since RE CA we have 
ExtkG(A, St’) = Ext&AjR, B) = @R’(R, 8) #O. 
It follows that there exists a kG-composition factor B’ of flrG with 
Ext&A, B’)#O and so B’E %‘. But now BrGIR= @Bj where each Bi is a simple 
kA-module which is conjugate to B. In particular we have that C& is properly 
contained in A. Finally B’JR is a direct sum of certain Bi’s, so that Hn CB’ must 
be properly contained in A. This is a contradiction, since B’E %‘. Hence i7‘ is 
p-nilpotent. 
The other half of Proposition 3.1, where %’ denotes the family of composition 
factors of sot* P follows trivially from the fact that P* is the projective cover of 
A*. For then (soc*P)*= P*/J*P* and the elementary formulas recorded in Lemma 
2.2 give the result. 
’ Although this part of the proposition follows from the result of Michler [lZ] and Willems [ 161, we 
give a direct homological proof, in order to obtain their result as a corollary. 
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If A and B are two ,imple modules, such that the corresponding vertices in the 
graph i; are connected by an edge, then Proposition 3.1 implies that 
O? &A) c CEL Hence we may conclude that O,?JCA) = O&‘B). 
If A and B are two simple modules in the same block, then the corresponding ver- 
tices in the graph r are connected by an edge path. By the above remark we may 
thus conclude that again O~p(CA)= O,,(CB). This immediately implies the 
following result of Mictller [ 1.21 and Willems [ 161. 
If P is the indecomposable projective belonging to the simple kG-module A and 
if I/’ denotes the family of composition factors of P, then 
(-j CB = cp,.,(CA). 
BE J 
As a further application of Preposition 3.1 we mention the following extension of 
a result of Isaacs and Smith [ 1 l] and Pahlings [ 131. 
Corohry 3.2. Let G be p-sofvab/e. Then C; 5.7 of p-length 1, if and only if ever_v split 
p-chief factor module of G restricts irred, tcibly to the normalizer NP of P, where 
P is a p-Svlow subgroup of G. 
PrmE. Every simple module in the principal block of kG restricts irreducibly 
to !VP. if G is of p-length 1 (see for example [13]). To prove the converse we note 
that by Propositions 2.4 and 3.1 the direct sum D of the split p-chief factor modules 
of G is a faithful G/O+(G)-module. Since each of the split p-chief factor 
modules restricts irreducibly to Np, the module D is a semi-simple and faithful 
.VP- O,,,(G)I/O,,,(C’2-module. Hence this group cannot contain a non-trivial 
normal p-subgroup It thus follows that PC O,,JG), i.e. that G is of p-length 1. 
Remark. It is obviC!us that we may replace in Corollary 3.2 the family of split 
p-chief factor modu& of G by the family % of composition factors of P/J’P (or 
of sot’ P) where P is any principal indecomposable in the principal block of kG. 
4. The centralizer of a module extension 
Let < E Est,&I, B) be the element describing the kG-module extension 
B b E -0. Set x= CE. Then clearly N is the largest normal subgroup of G such 
that 8 k E -++ A is a module extension over G/N. Plainly &‘c CA fl CB. Let W be 
a normal subgroup of G with NC CA fWB. We have a commutative diagram of 
group extensions 
NnN>------+ G -- G/NnIli 
N }-b c; --+ G/Y 
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giving rise to the following commutative diagram with exact rows 
O-, H’(G/N, A*@B) -%‘(G, A*@B); HomkG(N, A*@B) -+... 
(*) I It+ cr* 
B 
I 
O+H’(G/N~~, A*@B)%Y’(G, A*@B)*Hom&Nniij, A*@B)-+- 
By hypothesis the element { E ExtkG(A, B) = H’(G, A *@B) describes a G/N- 
module extension, hence also a (G/Nn&module extension. There thus exists 
4% H’(G/Nnn, A*@B) with a(<‘) = C$ This implies p(c) =0= a*P(r). If we set 
q =#3(<) : N+A*@B, we have ker q a NnN. We claim ker q = Nf?N. Suppose not, 
then ker 7 properly contains NON and N l - . No ker q is strictly larger than N, but 
still contained in CAn CB. Moreover 
Hence if we replace in diagram (*) N by N, we have again p(c) = 0 *(q) = 0, so that 
there exists c” E: H ‘(G/Nng, A*@B) with (a((“) = r. In other words, B >-+ E--H A 
is a (G/Nn&nodule extension. But this contradicts the fact that N= CE since 
NnNg N. This completes the proof of the following proposition. 
Proposition 4.1. Le? < : B )-, E -A be a k!G-module extension and let N be a 
normal subgroup of G contained in CA MYB. Then 
CEnN=ker(/?(<): N-+A*@B) 
In particular, if N=CA(lCB, then CE= ker(P(<): N-+A*@B). 
Remarks. (i) The map q : N -+A*@ B corresponds to a map t,~ : NOA-+ B. The 
kernel of q can thus also be described as the left kernel of the bilinear map 
associated to w. 
(ii) Let V/i:Bi++Ei*A, i= 1,2 be two module extensions and let 
&+&B&BzHE~A be their ‘sum’. Then CE=CE,ncE,. For E is a sub- 
module of E,@E2, so that CES CE,f7CE2, and E projects onto E, and E2, so that 
CE, fl CE, 2 CE. 
5. The centralizer of P/J*P and sot* P 
Let A be a simple kG-module in the principal block of kG and let P be the projec- 
tive cover of A. We consider the module /J2P, i.e. the extension 
JP/J’PH P/J2P-+A. 
JP/J’P is the direct sum of those simple kG-modules B (with appropriate 
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multiplicity) with the property that the vertex *B is connected to pI by an edge in 
f. Dually we may consider sot’ P, i.e. the extension 
A >-, soc2 P - soc2 P/sot P. 
soc2 ~VSOC P is the direct sum of those simple kG-modules B (with appropriate 
multiplicity) with the property that the vertex tB is connected to ,A by an edge in 
r. Since the projective cover P of A is also the injective hull of A, we have 
(soc2 P)* = P*/J2P* where P* is the projective cover of A*. Since the module A* 
is in the principal block if A is, we may restrict our attention to the module P/J2P; 
the corresponding results about soc2 P are then obvicus. 
We attempt to compute +he centralizer of P/J2P. since CP= O&i (see for ex- 
ample [ 10, p. 19% 1961) Proposition 3.1 yields 
OpsG c C(P/J2P) c O,,G. 
We may thus assume for our considerations that CQG =e. (Note that the Loewy 
series o’l’ P does not change.) Then C&G = FG, the Fitting subgroup of G. Let $G 
denote the Frattini subgroup of G. By Gaschutz [5] the IFpG-module F:= FG/#G 
is semisimple, say F = @,EI Bj, where Bi is simple over ffpG. Moreover, if we set 
Q = G/@G the extension 
(**) F>-,Q-+Q/F 
splits. Let Bj@A/J(B,@,4) .= a,, ,, C’, as kG-modules. Then each projection 
v/ : B, @ A +$I gives rise to a non-trivial IF,G-homomorphism x : Bj +A *@ C’j, 
which is injective since Bj is simple. We now consider the ecact sequences 
associated with the grot G extension (+*) 
O- H’(Q/F, FV----+ H’(Q, F)-.- -+ Hom(F, F) A -H”(Q/F, F) 
1*_ 1% Iv* I?/* 
O*H’(Q/F, A*@Cj/)*H’(Q, A*@Cj,)+Hom(F, A*oC,,)‘H2(Q/E A*@Cj,) 
where q=x* n, :F+B, *A*@Cj,. Since d(l,) is just the extension class of (**) we 
have d { 1~) = 0, SO that d(q) = 0. Hence the map q gives rise to a non-triviall element 
c E ff'(Q, A *@ Cj,> =E:.xt,Q(A, Cj/)* For the corresponding mod\tle extension 
w know by Proposition 4.1 that FITCH”, = ker q = ker nja For the ‘sum’ of aE1 rj/ 
we cbtain, 
@Cj, tiE+14 
by Remark (ii) in Section 4, 
~~~F=nCE),I~~=n(CE/lnF)=nker nj=ea 
/.I J*I J 
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We now regard the cj, as extensions over kC. If P is the principal indecom- 














Since Cj/ is simple n factors through II’ and since <j! #O the map II and hence n’ is 
surjective. For the centralizers in the group G we may thi;s conclude 
C(P/J’P) c n CiT”l= CE. 
i. I 
Since FG = OpG, we obtain 
C(P/J2P) c CE(7 FG c @G. 
This is the first part of the following proposition. 
Proposition 5.1. Let A be a simple kG-module in the principal block of kG. Ij P 
is the projective cover of A, then the centralizer of P/J2P (or of sot’ P) is contained 
in WC where y/G/Opt G = @(G/O,) G ). Ij’ A = k, then C(P/J2P) = C(soc2 P) = WC. 
Proof. It remains to show that, if A = k, then under the hypothesis OpjG =e we 
have @Gc C(P/J*P). We do that by showing that every kG-module extension 
BHE+k is a G&G-module extension, i.e. that H’(G, B)=H’(G/@G, B) for 
every simple kG-module3 B. We proceed by induction on the length of a G-chief 
series of @G. So let C be a minimal normal subgroup of G with CC @G. Then the 
group extension CM G --H G/C does not split. The associated exact sequence 
O-+H’(G/C, B+ H’(G,B)AHomc(C, B)-LH2(G/C, B)-+... 
then shows that Q is an isomorphism. This is clear, if HomG(C, B) = 0. In the other 
case R is a direct summand of CBEy k. The map A : Horn&C, C)*H2(G/C, C) is 
injective, since A( lc) #O. Therefore we have an isomorphism err : H (G/C, C)+ 
H ‘(G, C). Tensoring with k yields 
cr@k: H”(G/C, C@k)sH’(G,C@k) 
3 This follows from [6, p. 2201. For the convenience of the reader we include a proof. 
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and thus a : H* (G/C, B)+Y’ (G, B). Because @(G/C) has a shorter G-chief series 
than CiJG, the proof i,s complete. 
We are not able to describe xplicitly the centralizer of P/J2P if P is Ike projec- 
tive cover of a non-trivial simple kG-module. But Proposition 5.2 shows that it can- 
not be too small. 
Proposiiion 5.2. Let A be a simpIe kG-module in the principal block of kG and /et 
P be i/z projective cover. Then the centralizer of P/J2P (or of SOC’P) contuins 
ru(c.1) where w(CA)/O,(CA) = @(CA&(CA)). 
Proof. Note first that Opr(CA) = O,,G, since CA 2 Q,G. It is thus enough to con- 
sider - as in the proof of Proposition 5.1 - the case whert: OptG=e. Suppose then 
that we have a non-trivial extension r : B>-, E ++ A with B a simple kG-module. 
Consider the group extension CA F+ G --++G/CA and the associated exact sequence 
O+H’(G/C4 (A*@B)‘+-+ ’ , H’(G, A*@B)&?(CA, A*@B) 
+ H’(G/CA, (A *@ B)‘:‘l) . 
If p(c) = 0, then the left most group must be non-trivial. This forces 
(.q *$$B)“.*’ = A*@ Bc-’ to be non-trivial. Hence CR 2 CA and { is a G/CA-module 
extension. It follows that CE = CA 2 @CA in this case. If ,/3(r) = q * 0, then the group 
H’(C4, A*@B) must be non-trivial. By Clifford we have Sic:, = @Bj where the 
B,‘s are simple CA-modules. Hence we have 
Extk<-.l(A, B) = @ Extkc*,l(k, Bj). 
Since by the proof of Proposition 5.1 every CA-module extension Bj )-, Ej --H k is 
also a CA /@CA-module extension it follows that CE I, @CA. This completes the 
proof of Proposition 5.2. 
6. The composition factors of JP/J’P 
Let ,4, B be simple kG-modules. If P is the projective cover of A, then by Lemma 
2.1 the multiplicity of B as a direct summand of ./P/J’P is determined by 
Est,,,(A, B) (and of sot’ P/sot P I>y ExtkG(B, A)). In certain cases these Ext- 
groups cart be calculated from information about the internal structure of G. 
Proposition 6.1. Let G be p-solvabrti and let A, B be simple kG-modules. If 
CA f C’B, then 
Ex:,,;(A, B) = I-Iomk,- (K@ A, B) where K = CA n CB. 
e By hypothesis # : = C-4 n Cl3 i:) properly contained in CA or @ 
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CA >K, the proof in the other case being analogous. Let Q= G/K and let N= 
CA/K -3 G/K. Since B is simple, we have O,N=e. Mence OplN+e, since G is 
p-solvable. Set L = OppN. Using the spectral sequence associated with the group ex- 
tension L>-) Q--H Q/L (see [8, p. 303]), we obtain 
H’(Q, A*@B) = H’(Q/L, (A*@B)L) 
= H’(Q/L, A*@ BL) = 0, since BL = 0. 
The 5-term sequence associated with K >-, G --H Q is 
O-H’(Q,A*@B)-H’(G,A*@B)-+Hom,(K,A*@B)-+H*(Q, A*@B) 
and we conclude by the above result that 
Ext,,(A, B) = H’(G, A*@ B) =z Hom,,(K@A, B). 
This completes the proof of Proposition 6.1. 
Remark. If A = k Proposition 6.1 is Gaschutz’s result Proposition 2.4(iii). (Note 
that if A = B= k the conclusion of Proposition 6.1 is trivially true.) 
The following proposition gives information about which modules B with 
CB = CA appear in JWJ’P (or dually in so? P/sot P 1. 
Proposition 6.2. Let G be a p-solvable group and let A be a simple kc-module with 
centralizer C : = CA. 
(i) Let B be a simple quotient of C@A, n : C@ A + B. Construct an extension 
x: A*@B++c-+,G/C using the map ly:C+A*@B determined by x 
x: A*@B +----+G -G/C 
Then, if x splits, Ext,,(A, B) + 0. The extension x splits, if 
(a) A, B have no common constituent over O,l(G/C). 
(b) v : C --+,4*@3B factors through I+#: C/D+A*@B where C/D* G/D- 
C/C splits, i.e. iJ for example, C/D is a split chief factor of G. 
(ii) Let B be a kG/C-module. If Ext . kc/C(A5 R) #to, then Ext&A, B) + 0. In this 
case B is a faithful G/C-module and A, B have a common constituent over 
Op. (G/C). 
roof. We consider the extension C>-, G - and the following diagram of 
associated sequences of cohomology groups 
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O-+H*(9, A*QB)-+H’(G, A*@B)~+Elomkc(A*@B, A*@B)sH2(Q, A*@B) 
i 
w* I 
O+H’(Q, A*@B)+H’(G, A*@B)-- Horn&C, A*@B) AH2(Q, A*QB) 
To prove (i) we note that 6(l) is the extension class of x and hence trivial. By 
the commutativity of the diagram we have d(w) =0, co that ExtkG(A, B) = 
H’(G, A*@B)+O. 
If A and B have no common constituent over N := +(G/C) we have 
H’(Q, A*@ B) = H’(Q/.V, HomkN(A, B)) = 0 
so that 6(l) = 0, i.e. the extension x splits. This proves (a). 
Part (b) is trivially true as is seen fro:m the diagram 
c/D h-----+ G/D-- G/C 
x: P@B - LG ----H G/C 
ftx if the middle row splits the bottom row splits too. 
To prove (ii) we set Al:= +(G/C). Then 
H 1 {Q.. A *@B) = H1 (Q/N, Hom&4, B)). 
So, if ExtkQ(A, B)#O, the modules A, B must have a common constituent over N, 
say AO. By Clifford, the constituents over N of A and of B are just all the con- 
jugates of A0 (wi*th certain multiplicities). ‘We may conclude that B is faithful over 
G/C since A is. This completes the proof of (ii). 
Proceeding as in the proof of Proposition 6.2 we may give an easy proof of the 
following well-known fact, 
Proposition 6.3. Let A, B .5e two irdecompn~able modules belonging CO the same 
block of kG. Then rhey hdve a common 4.*onstituent over N := OplG. 
roof. Since A l,V, B1, are semisimple, it i:- enough to consider the case where A, B 
Using our definition of blocks ‘we may further restrict o the case where 
tit then we have 
EK!&% B)=H’(G, A*@6)=H’(G/ld,HomkN(A,B)). 
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So, if E&&A, B) # 0, the modules -4, B must have a common constituent over N. 
7. A further reduction 
Proposition 6.2 seems not quite satisfactory; in part (i) the construction of the 
group extension x enters the consideration, and in part (ii) merely necessary con- 
ditions are stated, that for faithful kQ-modules A, B the group Ex&o(A, B) is non- 
trivial. In this section we reduce these two cases further. 
In case (i) we have simple kG-modules A, B such that for C= CA the module B 
is a quotient of CBA. Let D be the smallest normal subgroup of G such that C/D 
is an elementary abelian p-group. Then clearly B is a simple quotient of C/D@A . 
Set Q = G/C. In the diagram. 
O+H’(Q, A*@B)+H’(G/D, A*@B)+Homc,&/D,A*@B)-+H2(Q9 A*OB) 
O-+H’(Q, A*@B)+ H1(G, A*@B) --) HomG(C, A*@B) -+H’(Q, A*@@ 
the map t* clearly is an isomorphism, hence CT* is an isomorphism, too. For the 
discussion of case (i) we may thus suppose that C is elementary abelian. 
NOW let C= @ief Ci, C’i indecomposable. Let i E I’, if and only if Ci is cen- 
tralized by O,,#Q. The composition factors of such a Ci are then centralized by 
OpjpQ and hence belong to the principal block of Q. For ie I’ the module C; does 
not belong to the principal block (Proposition 6.3). 
If B is a simple quotient of Ci@A, i@ I’, then, by Proposition 6.2(i)(b), we have 
Ext&A, B) #O. For every extension Ci >-, G -HQ splits, since, for Ci not in the 
principal block, H2(Q, Ci) = 0. 
We are thus left with the case where C is centralized by N: = O,#Q. In that case, 
C belongs to the principal block of Q and the group extension C++ G -++ Q may be 
non-trivial. 
If B is a simple quotient of CBA, it is then clear that A and B have a common 
constituent over N. Moreover, OpfG = N. 
In case (ii) and after the above reduction in case (i), we thus have a group H with 
O,*H= N#e, and two simple kH-modules A, B which have a common constituent, 
say AO, over N. 
Let T be the inertia group of Ao. Then (see [3], p. 4141) there exist simple kT- 
modules A, B such that A =At’, B= BtG. 
emma 7.1. Ext&A, B) = Ext&A, a). 
roof. We have 
Ext,,(A, B) = ExtkH(AfH, i?tH) = Ext&i, 18HL,,. 
Now clearly B C I?:*1 T. Ivloreover, the definition of T shows that the qtlotient 
8tHlrA!? has, over N, no constituent isomorphic to AO. On the other hand ,61N is 
a direct sum of copies isomorphic to &. Proposition 6.3 then yields that @THl r/B 
and A cannot lie in the same block of kT. Hence it follows that 
Ext,,(A; BtHl T) = Ext&, B). 
This completes the proof of Lemma 7.1. 
The above reduction allows us, by switching from the group H to T, to focus at- 
tention on those simp!e PcG-modules whose restriction to N= Qp Ha T is 
homogeneous. 
If k is algebraically clost we may at this stage use Fong’s second reduction {see 
13, p. 4111). I’here exists a central extension T* of T by a cyclic P’-group K such 
that T* contains KY Iv as normal subgroup, with the property that A =x@A, 
1? = JYsB, whee x 1s a T*-module such that &r =Ao, and A, B are TVN- 
modules. We then obtain 
_ e - _ 
Emma 7.2. Ext&4, B) = ExtA r+, &4, B). 
Yssof,. E xtkr(A, B) = H’( T, Hom(A, B)) 
==H’(T*,Hom(%&A,.%?@&) 
= H’(T*, Hom(dr, /y)@ Hom(A. 8)) 
= H’( T*!N, Horn,.& x)@Hom(A, B)) 
=W’(T*/N,~~~‘riom(,~, 8)) 
= ExtkT’, \(A, i?). 
If we now set 773 0,,4? = N (as above), Tn Orlpr H = R, Tf70J,S,,,cH = S and denote 
by A/* (=Nx K), R* and S* the corresponding normal subgroups in T*, then it is 
easy to see that 5*/A’ c O& T*/N). In reducing the problem from the group H to 
the group T*, we have thus achieved a shortening of the O,,,,...-series. In that sense 
the dIescribed prowdurz is inductive. 
8. The case of groups of p-length one 
The group G i < Df p-length one, if and only if O,l,G = G. 
PropoGtion 8.1. Let G be ofpIer@ one md let A, B be sinly/e kG-modtrIes in the 
prim,4 block of kG. Thor Ext,,;(Al, B) = Homk.,;(C@A, B), where C = O,, /,G. 
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Proof? Consider the extension CM G +GK. Since G/C is a @-group, the 
associated sequence of cohomology groups yields 
H’(G, A*@&= Ham&, A*@&. 
This immediately &es the result. 
If A is not in the pri cipal block of k6 th - procedure is more complicated. Let 
C’== CA and let L = O,,C. The simple kC-ml. - 3 with ExtkG(A, B) may then be 
obtained following the procedure describe4 9opositions 6.2 and Section 7. 
(i) If L #C, then for simple quotients B I @A which are not centralized by 
C/L, we have 
EXtkG(A9 B)= HomkG(LQA, B). 
Cz where the composition factors of C, are in the principal 
block of G/C and the composition factors of Cz are not in the principal block of 
G/C. 
(ii) For the simple quotients B of &@A we have FM&A, B) #O. 
Let D be the normal subgroup of G such that C/D = C, . Then OJGK) cen- 
tralizes C, so that Iv:= OJG/D)= OJGW). Let AG be a constituent of A over N 
and let T be its inertia group. Then A = At’ for a certain simple M-module A. 
(iii) For (simple) kG-modules B= i?tG, where B is a simple U-module with 
Extkr(A, 8) # 0, we have EXtk&A, B) + 0. 
If k is algebraically closed, there exists a central extension T* by a cyclic central 
@-group K such that T* contains Kx N as normal subgroup and such that the 
following holds (see [3, p. 411 I). There exists a T*-module x with jtlN = A0 and 
T*AV-module A such that A’ = x@A. 
(iv) If the kT-module s is of the form B=x@B for a T*/N-module B and if 
ExtkT*,&A, 8) #O, then ExtkT(A, 8) #O. 
Note that T*/N= O,JT*/N), so that the question whether ExtkT*&A, B)#O 
may be answered by the same method as in the proof of Proposition 8.1. 
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